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The August Bergman House, an architect-designed wonder in the Mission Style, was constructed on an
elevated corner site along Newton’s primary east-west corridor in 1909 – both site and design were
reflections of the prominence of its first occupant. Although constructed as a single-family residence, the
property’s scale, opulence, and location made it attractive as a bed & breakfast establishment in the
decades following August Bergman’s death in 1933.
Today, Highway 6 (aka First Avenue) is a very busy thoroughfare, with the blocks along the route
surrounding the Bergman House dominated by commercial businesses. The retention of the c.1888
house immediately to the west and a few additional residences provide some measure of balance to the
general loss of residential character along the roadway.
In recent years, it has been increasingly difficult for businesses to be successful in the Bergman House.
As a result, the condition of the property has declined creating a significant impediment for new buyers.
The following information is provided as an aide to any party considering acquisition of the August
Bergman House for the purpose of undertaking its historic rehabilitation.
Historical Background
“Designed by Iowa's pre-eminent architectural firm at the turn of the century, Proudfoot & Bird, the
August H. Bergman House in Newton is a distinctive, unusual, and virtually unaltered example of the
Mission Style,” so stated historian Barbara Beving Long in the property’s 1989 National Register
nomination. Although in need of significant rehabilitation, the Bergman House remains much as it did
when constructed, with an amazing number of exceptional architectural elements remaining both inside
and out.
August H. (Gus) Bergman was born in rural Jasper County in 1872. As a Newton businessman,
Bergman was pivotal in the establishment of two of the city’s most important industrial interests, the
One-Minute Washer Company and the Parson’s Band-Cutter and Self-Feeder Company (1893), which
grew to become the Maytag Company in 1909. In addition to his manufacturing and business interests,
Bergman served in the Iowa senate from 1922 through 1930; he had begun his re-election campaign
when he fell ill and died in 1933.
The Bergman House was constructed in 1909 – a plaque on the building façade indicates such. Year-end
building reports for 1909 indicate that the house was constructed at a cost of $17,000, making it by far
the most expensive house constructed in Newton in 1909. August Bergman lived in the house until his
death.
The architectural firm of Proudfoot & Bird was prolific in the state of Iowa. Between 1885 and 1940
about half of the firm’s commissions were in Des Moines with about 338 more commissions completed
in 117 communities across the state. Approximately 90 more commissions were undertaken in 11 states
outside Iowa. According to Steve Stimmel, Architect and Partner at the firm of Brooks Borg Stiles in
Des Moines (which holds the Proudfoot & Bird archives), Proudfoot & Bird received 14 commissions in
Newton between c.1898 and 1928. In addition to the Bergman House, the firm designed the Jasper
County Courthouse, the Carnegie Library, the Newton School, a store and office building for Nellie
Pangborn, an office building for the Parsons Band-Cutter and Self-Feeder Company, and a swimming
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pool for L.B. Maytag. The firm was also commissioned to design five Newton residences in addition to
that for the Bergman House, they include: the M.R. Harding house and office building (pre-1910), the
D.L. Clark House (1911), the W.R. Morgan House (1912), the D.L. House (1913), and the Dr. J.C. Hill
House (1919). Unlike the Bergman House, the firm's early twentieth century residential designs
typically followed the Tudor Revival style.
Significance
The August H. Bergman House is among the most distinctive residential designs by the important Iowa
architectural firm of Proudfoot & Bird. Although the firm is responsible for hundreds of residential
designs over the course of its long history (including 181 houses in Iowa), as noted in the 1989 National
Register nomination, the Bergman House is the only known example that the firm executed in the
Mission Style.
The Mission Style (aka Mission Revival Style) is an architectural style popular in the states of the
southwestern U.S. and in Florida from the 1890s through the 1930s. The style references earlier Spanish
religious architecture constructed in the Americas during the 18th century. Houses in the Mission Style
are exemplified by the use of a low-pitched, hip roof clad in red clay tile, stucco exteriors, deep eaves
with exposed rafter tails, and the use of large piers with broad arches. The Bergman house incorporates
all of these elements and more.
On its façade (north elevation), the Bergman House features a wide porch supported by large piers with
broad arches between; a pergola extends the porch to the east. The stepped parapet of the porch is
trimmed in limestone. The façade character is further defined by a belvedere that rises from the
northwest corner of the house (the belvedere accounts for the only second story space in the home). The
purpose of such a space is to create an elevated view of the surroundings - a notion that is enhanced by
the use of multiple windows on each of the three exposed elevations as well as a door on the north
providing access to the deck of the front porch. Like all windows in the house, those of the belvedere
feature limestone lintels and sills. A low-pitched, clay tile, hipped roof, tops the belvedere.
The secondary elevation (east) is dominated by two tall chimneys, each with paired chimney pots. The
chimneys extend through the roof eave to reach some 15-feet above the roofline. The intersecting roof
form between the chimneys marks the location of the dining room; the curved parapet of that area is
indicative of the Mission style. The same form is used on the west elevation.
Overall, the exterior of the Bergman House is a truly exceptional example of the Mission Style.
Proudfoot & Bird drew together all of the elements of the historic style to create a dynamic and elegant
home. What motivated the choice of the Mission Style is lost to history, but the house stands out among
the firm’s many residential designs (in part) because of that choice.
The exceptional character of the Bergman House is even more evident on the building’s interior. The
plan for the house is centered on the atrium, with access available to that room from the main hallway,
the bedroom wing, the kitchen/service area, and from the dining room. Off the main entrance hallway
are narrow steps leading to the belvedere.
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Each room of the main floor contains one-of-a-kind design elements. Leaded and stained glass windows
(exterior windows as well as those found in interior doors) are abundant. Of particular impact and
importance are those found in the dining room, where stained glass using a delicate, floral motif is found
in the east windows and in the three sets of paired doors that lead to the central atrium. Other interior
doors (including the main bathroom) incorporate a variation on the floral motif. Most exceptional is the
stained glass skylight in the atrium. Comprising most of the room’s ceiling, the skylight is made of
multiple panels set into a beamed ceiling.
Other design elements on the main floor include spectacular wood trim throughout, which is especially
notable in the dining room with its beamed ceiling, high plate rail, and molded strip dado. Fireplaces in
the front parlor and the living room feature tile surrounds and oak mantels. The living room fireplace has
a beautiful, hammered copper hood. Built-in seating is located in the living room and the front parlor.
The basement of the Bergman House is likewise exceptional. With 9-foot ceiling heights, the spaces are
open and well lit. Elaborately patterned tile floors are found in two of the primary rooms, one of which
also features a fireplace with tile surround, oak mantel, and cast iron hearth insert.
Without a doubt, the Bergman House is something special – not just in Newton, but in Iowa. As the
property architects, our state’s most prolific firm of Proudfoot & Bird, created a home where every
detail is a work of art. Amazingly, the house remains today full of those wonderful details. The
rehabilitation of the Bergman House would be a challenge, but one well worth the effort.
Undertaking a Historic Rehabilitation
A number of steps should be undertaken prior to beginning a historic rehabilitation of the Bergman
House, perhaps the most important step being an assessment of the building’s condition. Appropriate
professionals, including a historic architect and a structural engineer, should undertake a thorough
evaluation of the Bergman House; advice from a mason, an electrician, and a plumber would likely be
helpful as well. A quick observation of the house reveals obvious deterioration issues (see Appendix A
for images) – most likely a result of long-term water infiltration and deferred maintenance. Damage is
apparent on the roof where stopgap measures appear to have been undertaken on the east ridgeline just
south of the north chimney. In addition, some replacement tiles are visible on the south peak of the main
roof – given their shiny appearance they are clearly not clay tile. Evidence of water infiltration is also
found in multiple areas of the porch. Flaking and peeling stucco, cracks in the piers, and significant
settlement of the porch deck are obvious and significant issues. Further, bubbling and peeling of interior
plaster next to the north window in the living room also appears to be the result of water infiltration.
In addition to the deterioration noted, some damage to the stained glass was noted and, given the size,
location, and age of the atrium skylight, it should be evaluated for soundness.
A project like the rehabilitation of a historic resource like the Bergman House can be a daunting
undertaking under the best of circumstances. However, many examples of successful projects can be
found across our state. The following is a short list of historic rehabilitations (completed or in progress)
that can serve as inspiration and as information sources.
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Egloff House, Mason City, Iowa. The Egloff House is a 1939 property in the International Style. The
house was damaged during the flood of 2008 and subsequently determined eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places. Preservation of the house required moving it out of the flood plain,
a particularly daunting challenge give the size of the house and its unconventional structural system.
Despite the difficulties to be overcome, the Mason City Community Betterment Group acquired the
property and is currently in the process of preparing the house to be moved in August of 2014. See
“The Egloff House” Facebook page and the City of Mason City website
(http://www.masoncity.net/pView.aspx?id=18197&catid=481) for information about the project.
The Park Inn Hotel & City National Bank, Mason City, Iowa. Preservation of this Frank Lloyd Wright
designed property was undertaken by Wright On the Park (WOTP), a non-profit group organized for the
purpose of acquiring, restoring, and preserving this one-of-a-kind property. Due to the national
significance of the property and the advanced state of deterioration, this was truly a monumental
undertaking. The WOTP website provides great details about the process to save the building:
http://wrightonthepark.org/about-us/wotp-history/
The Stromstein Building, Northwood, Iowa. In contrast to the properties in Mason City, the Stromstein
Building in Northwood, Iowa is a simple, vernacular building. This wood frame building stood empty
for some 30 years and was on the brink of demolition when the local group known as TUNE was gifted
the property in hopes they could stop the pending demolition long enough to create a plan for its
preservation. The building was included on the 2012 list of Iowa’s Most Endangered Properties, which
most certainly gained the support and bought the time that TUNE needed to secure the financial support
for a phased rehabilitation. The rehabilitation is now nearly completed using a combination of State
grants, local donations, City contributions, and the sweat equity of countless volunteers. For history of
the project see http://www.worthbrewing.com/Stromstein%20Progress.html.
The Opera House, Greenfield, Iowa. Now the Warren Cultural Center, this project is another example of
a historic building that was saved by a local non-profit group created specifically for the purpose of
saving this wonderful building. The Warren Cultural Center website offers good information about the
process: http://www.warrenculturalcenter.com.
A variety of preservation groups can also offer support through a historic rehabilitation. A list of
resources is found in the appendices.
Potential Funding Sources
Potential financial incentives for the rehabilitation of historic resources take multiple forms. The
National Park Service and the Iowa State Historical Society offer grants, the availability and
requirements of which vary by program. The Historic Resource Development Program (HRDP) grant,
while competitive, bears some significant potential as a funding resource. While the grant would fund
only a portion of a major rehabilitation, project awards are commonly up to $50,000 and could be
combined with other funding sources. See Appendix C for an outline of the HRDP and a list of the
projects funded for 2014.
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The National Trust for Historic Preservation (http://www.preservationnation.org/resources/findfunding/) has some grant opportunities that should be explored. These grants are highly competitive but,
given the significance of the Bergman House, the project may be a good fit for one of those offered.
Historic tax credits can be perhaps the most useful financial funding source available. The State of Iowa
offers a 25% tax credit (http://www.iowahistory.org/historic-preservation/tax-incentives-forrehabilitation/state-tax-credits/index.html) for the historic rehabilitation of National Register listed
resources that meet the program’s financial threshold. The State program is currently being revamped,
but an overview of the program is included in Appendix C.
The Federal Historic Tax program (http://www.nps.gov/tps/tax-incentives.htm) works much the same as
the State program, with a 20% credit offered for the historic rehabilitation of National Register listed
resources. Both programs require that the rehabilitation follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
and Guidelines for Rehabilitation
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APPENDIX A
Images – 06/16/2014

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

View of the façade and east elevations, looking southwest across First Avenue

View of the façade and west elevations, looking southeast across First Avenue

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

View of the second floor – leaded windows, stone lintels, bracketed eaves, tile roof.

Interior – view of the living room, looking northeast.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

Detail view of the living room fireplace – hammered copper hood.

Interior – view of the living room, looking southeast with alcove bench.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

View of the dining room, looking southeast.

Paired door with stained glass leading from the dining room to the atrium.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

Stained glass window – typical motif.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

Atrium skylight.

Interior – view of front parlor with fireplace and window seat.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

Front parlor bench seat.

Interior – view of the second floor.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

View of the main, first floor bathroom with original fixtures and stained glass in the door.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

Basement

Basement floor.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

View of the front porch looking east, showing significant settlement.

View of the front porch looking west.

August Bergman House
629 First Avenue East
Newton, Iowa
06/16/2014

Front porch pier, deck, and steps deterioration.

Two garages are located south of the residence.
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Designed by Iowa's pre-eminent architectural firm at the turn of the
century, Proudfoot & Bird, the August H. Bergman House in Newton is a
distinctive, unusual, and virtually unaltered example of the Mission Style.
Mission Style elements include the hipped red tile roof, stucco wall
covering (over brick), stone trim, striking belvedere, Mission-shaped
dormers, broad overhanging open eaves with shaped rafter ends, and a
facade-spanning one-story porch with pergola, large square piers, and
single rounded column.
Limestone steps, sills, lintels, and coping
contrast with the painted stucco and clay tile.
The raised corner
belvedere, dormers, four large chimneys with pairs of chimney pots, and the
porch parapet provide a lively outline and are also Mission features.
Built in 1909, the Bergman House is a rare example of the Mission Style of
architecture in Iowa by Proudfoot & Bird.
The house is basically one-story but the belvedere and raised basement
alter an otherwise low profile.
Small basement windows have smooth
limestone lintels that light storage space or maid's quarters as well as
the billiard room and den with fireplace along the north end. These areas
have been converted to lodging for a bed and breakfast facility that
accompany the restaurant and apartment of the first floor.
First floor windows are narrow casement (especially flanking the fireplaces) and also double hung. A grouping of four high windows beneath the
Mission dormer is found on the east side (Photo #5) . All windows are wood
frame; many retain their original numbered copper screens and heavy plate
glass storms. Belvedere lintels are curved unlike any others on the house;
a narrow door provides access to the porch roof.
An important feature of the Bergman House are the many leaded and stained
glass windows and light fixtures, especially in the dining and living rooms
and the atrium. All original brass light fixtures remain (both ceiling and
wall) and are different for each major room (dining room, living room,
atrium, library, foyer, billiard room, and den). Most feature various
combinations of heavy glass prisms or teardrops, stained glass, and heavy
brass.
Leaded glass patterns in a diamond pattern are used for the main facade
windows and also side lights for the main entrance. On the front door a
stylized fleur-di-lis contrasts effectively with geometric diamond pattern.
In the dining room grape vine and floral motifs are repeated not only for
windows (Photo #9) but also for the central light fixture (Photo #10) and
three pairs of immense glass and oak doors between the dining room and the
atrium (Photo #8). Similar glass panels with stylized floral motifs occur
on doors in the bedroom wing (now an apartment) and for service doors off
the atrium.
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The atrium's splendid skylight is outlined in heavy wood and features
stylized grape leaves in a pattern different from those of the dining room.
Picked out in vivid leafy green and sky blue colors, among others, the
grape leaves are of similar proportion to rigid geometric patterns also
displayed in the skylight. (Glass tiles in the same shape and size as the
red clay tile on the roof bring natural light to the skylight.)
In addition to the wealth of stained and leaded window glass and elaborate
ceiling and wall fixtures, three distinctive fireplaces, ceramic floor tile
(some in elaborate patterns), and fine woodwork contribute further to the
rich and varied interior throughout the house. Dark oak woodwork is used
throughout the principle living areas, with birch and pine in other
locations. The woodwork is especially notable in the dining room where
nine closely spaced beams, a high plate rail, and moulded vertical strips
adorn the ceiling and walls. The living room has a small nook beneath a
stained glass window overlooking the atrium, and there is also seating
under the front windows.
The plan for the house is centered around the atrium, with access available
to it from the main hallway, bedroom wing, service or kitchen area, and of
course the three prominent pairs of doors opening into the dining room.
The huge stained glass panels on the doors are arched at the top and have
stylized twining floral designs. Off the main entrance hallway are narrow
steps leading to the belvedere. A rather solid balustrade is pierced with
a grape leaf motif. Eleven windows and a door with lights lend the room
a particularly airy and sunny appearance.
The house site is on a corner and raised eight steps from the sidewalk,
providing an imposing setting. First Avenue East is the major east-west
route in Newton, and there is considerable traffic. Although the blocks
west of the house are strongly residential, commercial encroachment begins
at East Seventh Street North and continues in scattered fashion to the
east.
Immediately adjacent to the Bergman House is a large brick
Italianate house; other houses on the street are similarly large and costly
but are from the early twentieth century like the Bergman House. Two
garages, likely dating from the 1910s or 1920s, occupy the rear of the
rather long and narrow Bergman site (Photo #6). The double garage matches
the house (stucco with hipped roof) and is therefore considered a
contributing element while the smaller one is gabled, clapboard, and
noncontributing.
Alterations to the house have been few and are not intrusive, and the house
is in excellent condition. The following repairs date from after 1983 when
the current owner bought the house for use as a gourmet restaurant: small
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one-story gabled rear addition (expanded kitchen), rebuilt chimney, rebuilt
steps, new porch roof to solve chronic leak, additional restroom, and
repairs to stucco and stonework. The previous owner continues to live in
a small apartment (former bedrooms) in the house, but little change was
necessary, save placing opaque panels and curtains in the atrium for
increased privacy.
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The August H. Bergman House is among the most distinctive residential
designs by the important Iowa architectural firm, Proudfoot & Bird, et a1.1
It is the only known example that Proudfoot & Bird, the founders of the
firm, executed in the Mission Style. The house may also carry historical
significance for its association with Bergman and his role in state
politics, especially his leadership role in paving Iowa roads and getting
the state "out of the mud." In addition, Bergman was involved in the
development of the washer industry, still the most important industry in
Newton.
The house is being nominated under Criterion C; see multiple
properties nomination, "The Architectural Legacy of Proudfoot & Bird in
Iowa, 1882-1940."
Proudfoot & Bird, et al. received thirteen commissions in Newton between
c. 1898 and 1928. Among them were the present Jasper County Courthouse,
Carnegie Library, an office building for the Parsons Band Cutter and Self
Feeder Company, and a swimming pool for L.B. Maytag, according to records
with the present successor firm, Brooks Borg & Skiles. About half of the
commissions Proudfoot & Bird, et al. received were in Des Moines, and the
firm gained approximately 338 more commissions in 117 Iowa communities and
around ninety more in eleven states outside Iowa between 1885 and 1940.
The largest and most significant body of non-Iowa work is in Kansas, and
their Richardsonian Romanesque designs are discussed in The Spirit of H.H.
Richardson on the Midland Prairies. Unlike the Bergman house, most known residential
examples of the firm's early twentieth century work exhibit a Tudor Revival
influence.
Born on a Jasper County farm north of Newton in 1872, August H. ("Gus")
Bergman was a major investor and officer in two pivotal companies in
Newton.
The One Minute Washer Company was the first in Newton to
successfully market a hand-operated clothes washer.2
Bergman was the
company's first president. The triumphs of the One Minute Company touched
off a chain of washer inventions and refinements by Newton residents hoping
to repeat that venture's success, especially between 1906 and 1912.
Because of its specialized woodworking equipment, the company supplied
cedar wash tubs to these fledgling washer companies. In 1908 the One
Minute Company began to market an electric powered washer, three years
1

The term "et al." is used to refer to the entire firm,
which had several names over its long history, while "Proudfoot &
Bird" refers to the period when Proudfoot and Bird were the sole
partners (before 1910).
2

According to some accounts, notably WPA reports, it was the
first to build washers as well.
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before the Maytag Company.3
Bergman was also instrumental in the establishment of the Maytag Company.
This Newton business remains a leader in the washer industry but traced its
beginnings to agricultural machinery.
With his brother William, Gus
invested in the Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company
in 1893, along
with Fred L. Maytag and inventor George W. Parsons.4 The company was a
success at the turn of the century.
But as the larger national farm
equipment manufacturers turned to building their own feeders for their
threshing equipment, the Parsons Company turned, like other Newton
concerns, to washers. In 1909 the name was changed to the Maytag Company
to reflect this shift from agricultural implements.
In addition to investing in and operating washer companies, Bergman was a
politician. He served in the state senate, between 1922 and 1930, and was
seriously mentioned as a gubernatorial candidate in 1930. Bergman had
begun his senatorial reelection campaign when he was stricken with paralysis and died in 1933. At his death he was lauded in a Newton Daily News
editorial for his "leading part in developing the modern road system which
serves our state today."
During his senate career, Bergman introduced the first bill, one that
became law, creating the gasoline tax in Iowa. An obituary in the Newton
Daily News noted that he was "known as the father of the gasoline tax in
Iowa" and that he was keenly interested in "laws to hasten the advent of
good roads in Iowa and his most important work in the state legislature
concerned matters pertaining to the state highway system." In the early
years of the twentieth century, the question of paving and caring for
Iowa's roads was a hot political issue, one that pitted urban and rural
interests against one another. Farmers feared, initially with justification, that the financial burden for road improvements would fall to them.
Through legislation such as the Bergman Act of 1929, however, a more
equitable means (a gasoline tax) developed that insured that Iowa's
numerous primary and secondary roads would be well designed, paved, and
properly maintained.

3

The Maytag Company's vault to leadership in the washer
industry came in the 1920s with their introduction of distinctively designed one-piece aluminum tubs.
4

When one of the Bergman sisters married Fred L. Maytag, it
was felt that it was Maytag who had married into a socially
prominent family, not the reverse.
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Another important issue was the design and maintenance of state roads.
Again Bergman was influential, for legislation he introduced gave the state
the power to direct counties to use trained county engineers. The shift
from township or road district control to a statewide sponsorship of a more
unified system of roads continued through a series of laws passed during
this period. Bergman was a leader in introducing laws that both sought to
accomplish reforms and, as important, were actually enacted.
The Bergmans had moved into their distinctive home on First Avenue by 1911,
the first year it is shown on the Sanborn Fire Insurance Map. (The 1906
Sanborn did not include Southeast Addition, the location of the Bergman
House.) A plaque on the main facade of the house over the entry gives
"1909" as the construction date. Year-end building reports for 1909 listed
the Bergman house, with R.P. Rasmussen as the builder. Costing $17,000,
it was by far the most expensive house constructed in Newton in 1909.
August Bergman lived in the house during his most influential years in
statewide politics, until his death in 1933. The unusual design and
materials of the Bergman House reflected the progressive willingness to
seek solutions to problems that characterized Bergman's career in business
and politics. It is an excellent example of Proudfoot & Bird's residential
work.
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Ames:

ISU

Press, 1988.

Interview with Kay Owen, present owner, July 24, 1988.
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Verbal Boundary Description

The nominated property occupies city lot 68 in block B of the South East
Addition.
Boundary Justification

The boundary includes the entire city lot that has historically been
associated with the property.
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION
Note: The house was undergoing needed repairs in July 1988; see Photo #5
for January 1989 appearance.
1.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
July 1988
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing south
Photo #1
2.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
July 1988
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing southeast
Photo #2
3.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
July 1988
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing northwest
Photo #3
4.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
July 1988
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing west

Photo #4
5.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
January 1989
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing north
Photo #5
6.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
January 1989
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing southwest
Photo # 6
7.
August H. Bergman House (two
garages)
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
January 1989
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Camera facing west
Photo # 7
8.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
January 1989
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Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
atrium looking toward dining
room
Photo # 8
9.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
January 1989
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
Window on east wall of dining
room
Photo # 9

10.
August H. Bergman House
Newton, Jasper County, Iowa
by BJB Long
January 1989
Neg: Iowa Bureau of Historic
Preservation
ceiling light fixture in dining
room
Photo # 1 0

APPENDIX C
Potential Funding Sources
•
•
•

State Historic Tax Credits
Federal Historic Tax Credits
Historic Resource Development Program (HRDP) Grant

What is the purpose of this legislation?
Iowa’s Historic Preservation and Cultural and Entertainment District Tax Credit program has been the catalyst behind the
rehabilitation of 284 buildings and the revitalization of 64 communities across Iowa. This program has had a dramatic
impact on the authentic character-defining properties of our State and our overall quality of life, while playing an important
role in economic development. The proposed legislation maintains the objectives of the program as originally introduced
in 2001, while improving the Department’s ability to effectively distribute the tax credits for the benefit of all Iowans. The
proposed changes to the current program all have one common end goal: more predictability.

To achieve this goal, this legislation would:
•

Eliminate the lottery-based reservation system, in favor of a more predictable readiness application
process.
• Currently, the $45 million in tax credits is distributed randomly, not taking into consideration any factors
related to planning, financing or timeline.
• Allows the department to allocate this limited amount of tax credits in a more efficient and effective way
that rewards better planning on the front end, and ultimately “readiness”.
• The readiness application is planned to favor the current legislative priorities (Small Project, Cultural &
Entertainment Districts/Great Places, Disaster, Statewide and Jobs) but not at the expense of projects
ready to proceed.

•

Transition from a three-year reservation system to a “use when you’re ready” system, offering more
predictability for project completion dates and therefore, submission of tax credit.
• Applicants are currently on the State’s clock, and the State should be on the applicant’s clock. Once
applicants are ready and get approved, they are motivated to complete the project since the credits could
be claimed upon completion.
• Eliminates the “waitlist” that assumes all projects in line are shovel-ready.

•

Retool the review process to be more predictable for the applicant.
• Through a more efficient application process, the Department directs the applicant to do more of the
necessary planning before the State’s financial commitment is made.
• More communication will occur on the front end, to better prepare the applicant for success.
• Take a more comprehensive approach to the planning process, eliminating problems that come up midstream at which point it is more costly to course-correct.
• Uses an approach similar to other state tax incentive programs to promote consistency for tax preparers
and for ease of administration.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The State Historic Preservation and Cultural & Entertainment District Tax Credit Program provides a state income tax
credit of 25% for the rehabilitation of historic buildings.
Several types of properties are eligible for the State tax credit:
•
•
•
•

Properties listed on the National Register of Historic Places, or determined by the staff of the State Historic
Preservation Office to be eligible for listing.
Properties contributing to the significance of a historic district that is listed, or eligible to be listed, on the National
Register.
Properties designated as local landmarks by city or county ordinance.
Barns constructed prior to 1937 and barns listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register.

Program eligibility depends on the type of building, the assessed value of the building and the amount of rehabilitation
proposed:
•
•

For residential properties and barns, the value of the work must equal at least $25,000 or 25% of the assessed
value of the property (excluding the land) before rehabilitation, whichever is lower.
For commercial properties, including multi-family housing and mixed-use projects, the work must be at least 50%
of the assessed value, excluding the land.

As with other State Historical Society of Iowa incentive programs, the work must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.
This program has evolved and grown since its inception. From $2.4 million in 2001, $6.4 million in 2005, $10 million in
2007, $15 million in 2008, $20 million in 2009, to $50 million for 2009 through 2011 (FY2010 through FY2012 then
decreased to the present $45 million in FY2013). This $45 million is awarded based upon several different categories:
Small Project, Cultural & Entertainment Districts/Great Places, Disaster, Statewide and Jobs.

State Historical Society of Iowa
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Agencies

Online Services

Search All of Iowa.gov...

Historic Preservation > Tax Incentives for Rehabilitation

Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program
Purpose
The Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program provides a federal income tax credit for the sensitive rehabilitation of
historic buildings. It ensures that character-defining features of buildings are retained and helps revitalize surrounding
neighborhoods.

Eligibility Requirements
The federal tax credit program provides either a 20% historic tax credit or a 10% non-historic income tax credit, based on the
qualified rehabilitation expenditures and dependent upon the type of building as described below. For both tax credit amounts, the
buildings must be used for income-producing purposes and the rehabilitation must be “substantial" (see below).
1) For the 20% historic rehabilitation tax credit, the building must be listed on the National Register of Historic
Places individually or as a contributing resource in a listed historic district, or it must be evaluated as meeting the
qualifications set for National Register listing by the U.S. Secretary of Interior. In these cases, the property must be
listed within 30 months after claiming the credit on IRS forms.
To qualify for the 20% tax credit for historic buildings, the rehabilitation must be approved as meeting The
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings

. This

ensures that the work is consistent with the historic character of the building and, if applicable, the surrounding
historic district.
Contact Elizabeth (Beth) Foster Hill, Tax Incentive Programs Manager/National Register Coordinator, at (515) 2814137 or Beth.Foster@iowa.gov to find out your building’s National Register status or for information about how to
nominate a property to the National Register of Historic Places.
2) For the 10% rehabilitation tax credit, the building must have been first used or occupied prior to 1936, the
building cannot be used for residential purposes, and it cannot be listed on the National Register of Historic Places
individually or as a contributing resource in a National Register-listed historic district. The State Historic
Preservation Office does not review projects applying for the 10% credit. For more information go to the IRS
website .
For both tax credits, there should be "substantial rehabilitation" of the building within a 24-month period. This means that the
amount invested into the rehabilitation must exceed the "adjusted basis" or depreciated value of the building. In some instances,
the substantial rehabilitation for 20% tax credits may extend up to 60 months and across several phases.

http://www.iowahistory.org/historic-preservation/tax-incentives-for-rehabilitation/federal-tax-credits.html
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For more detailed information visit these National Park Service websites:
About the Federal Tax Incentives for Historic Preservation: http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/tax/brochure1.htm
Introduction to Federal Tax Credits for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings Series: Guides to the tax credits and the application
process for first-time program users and small-project owners. Four guides are available in PDF format: barns, Main Street
commercial buildings, rowhouses, and wood frame houses.
Historic Preservation Tax Credit, Technical Preservation Service's: Information on preserving historic buildings and the
Historic Preservation Tax Incentives http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/tax/index.htm
Historic Preservation Tax Credits, The IRS Connection: http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/tax/IRS.htm
Historic Preservation Tax Credit Application Forms and Instructions, the same as listed below, can also be obtained at
http://www.nps.gov/history/hps/tps/tax/hpcappl.htm .

Application Instructions and Forms
To qualify for the Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives Program, property owners must complete the appropriate part or
parts of the Historic Preservation Certification Application.
Online applications and instructions
The federal application and instructions were revised in 2011. After December 31, 2011, SHPO will no longer accept federal
applications on the old form. You may want to consider hiring a consultant to assist in the preparation of the tax credit application
and/or the National Register nomination.

Contact
Elizabeth (Beth) Foster Hill
Tax Incentive Programs Manager/National Register Coordinator
Department of Cultural Affairs
600 E. Locust Street
Des Moines, IA 50319-0290
(515) 281-4137
Beth.Foster@iowa.gov

More Information
Browse the list of Web sites to find helpful information related to tax incentives and other information.

©2013 The State of Iowa, All Rights Reserved | Policies | Accessibility | Non-discrimination and Accommodation | Website Feedback
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Historic Preservation HRDP - FY2014
Name of Applicant

City/County

Project Title

Project Summary

Friends of Cedar Rock

Independence/
Buchanan

Cedar Rock Boat House

Provide financial assistance for the restoration of
masonry walls and roofs of the historic Frank Lloyd
Wright designed Cedar Rock Boat House near
Quasqueton, Iowa.

Pottawattamie County
Development
Corporation

Council Bluffs/
Pottawattamie

Intensive Level Survey and Evaluation To retain the services of a qualified historic
of Downtown Oakland
preservation professional to do an intensive level
architectural and historical survey of the
downtown commercial district of Oakland, Iowa.

Lucas County
Preservation Alliance

Chariton/
Lucas

Hotel Charitone Rehabilitation

Historic rehabilitation of the Hotel Charitone into
rental housing and a restaurant. The four-story
Hotel Charitone, located on the Chariton town
square, was designed by William L. Perkins,
architect of many of Chariton’s historic buildings,
and first opened its doors in November 1923.

City of Clermont

Clermont/
Fayette

Burkhard Riegel Blacksmith Shop
Restoration: Electrical Renovation

This project will update dangerous, outdated wiring
while leaving historic wiring in place. These
improvements will ensure a valuable historic
resource will be preserved, enhance the visitor
experience through improved site interaction, and
increase energy efficiency.

Linn County

Toddville/
Linn

Sumner School (aka Abbe Creek
School) Museum Preservation

The Sumner School Museum project involves
preservation and repair work to restore and
preserve the historic school, located near Mt.
Vernon, IA. The school is believed to be the oldest
standing brick schoolhouse in Iowa, which is
utilized as a museum and educational venue.

State Grant
Total

Total Project Cost

$50,000.00

$169,980.00

$6,520.00

$12,359.00

$50,000.00

$4,190,000.00

$6,039.00

$9,059.00

$50,000.00

$217,360.00

Jones County
Conservation Board

Center Junction/
Jones

Eby's Mill Wildlife Area Archaeological Research Project

Archaeological survey at Eby's Mill Wildlife Area
will identify sites and aid in property management.
A looted prehistoric rockshelter site will be
rehabilitated through spoil pile screening and
partial archaeological excavation, then the original
cave contours will be reestablished.

$24,935.00

$55,590.00

City of Burlington Historic Preservation
Commission

Burlington/
Des Moines

Nomination of Downtown
Commercial Historic District in
Burlington to the NRHP

This project will nominate the Downtown
Commercial Historic District in Burlington to the
National Register of Historic Places.

$15,305.00

$22,960.00

Clayton County

Elkader/
Clayton

Clayton County Courthouse Clock
Tower

This project will help Clayton County secure a
Master Plan for restoration and preservation of
their historic Courthouse Clock Tower. It will help
them restore and conserve the E. Howard #1
striker tower clock. It will upgrade electrical and
complete exterior painting to prevent impending
damage.

$32,700.00

$49,133.00

First United Methodist
Church

Des Moines/
Polk

South Entry Terrace Retaining Wall

Salvage existing stone & balustrade; replace 1909
retaining wall with matching architectural concrete
wall; reset salvaged stone & balustrade.

$40,000

$314,833.99

Fairmount Cemetery
Association

Davenport/
Scott

Preserving the Fairmount Cemetery
Crematorium: A Piece of American
and Iowa History

Fairmount Cemetery Association has the oldest
crematorium west of the Mississippi River. After
122 years, the crematorium requires renovation to
remain a vital part of the community. This project
will restore the crematorium to its original glory
while repairing deteriorated brick on the exterior.

$11,637.50

$30,691.00

Friends of Muscatine
Historic Preservation

Muscatine/
Muscatine

The Rescue of the J.J. Shafnet House

The Friends of Muscatine Historic Preservation
(FMHP) proposes to stabilize the house by cleaning
and reusing existing brick to reconstruct the
building's foundation. Once stabilized, the FMHP
and the owners will submit a historic tax credit
application for additional restoration work.

$20,000.00

$30,270.00

Tabor Historical
Society

Tabor/
Fremont & Mills

Preservation of the Reverend John
Todd House

This project encompasses the first two phases of
preservation of the Todd House as recommended
through a recently completed Historic Structure
Report. These two phases address issues with the
east and north porches and with the building's
foundation.

$50,000.00

$211,053.00

Hampton Historic
Preservation
Commission

Hampton/
Franklin

Exterior Restoration of GAR Memorial This project will address deterioration issues with
Hall
exterior masonry brick and stone cleaning and
restoration; and installation of new gutters and
downspouts.

Preservation Iowa

Ames/
Story

Educating Iowans about Historic
Preservation via Web-Disseminated
Digital Media Toolkits

2nd Baptist Church Nomination

Statewide

Mt. Pleasant Historic
Preservation
Commission

Mt. Pleasant/
Henry

$31,940.50

$63,881.00

The project involves creating a redesigned PI
website, with a graphic interface and streaming
media capability, to distribute the project’s second
component: educational toolkits, with digital
videos, study guides, and resource lists, to teach
Iowans about preservation principles and practices.

$5,000.00

$32,406.59

The 2nd Baptist Church is the oldest building in Mt.
Pleasant (1843) and is considered the oldest
African American church building in Iowa.

$2,950.00

$5,900.00
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GENERAL GUIDELINES_______________________________________________________
The Historical Resource Development Program (HRDP) is established in the Code of
Iowa, Chapter 303.16. Administrative rules for the program are found in Iowa
Administrative Code 223—49. The following items apply to all projects funded
through HRDP.


The Resource Enhancement and Protection/Historical Resource Development
Program (REAP/HRDP) is funded by the Resource Enhancement and Protection
Act (REAP). The purpose of the REAP/HRDP Grants Program is to provide funds
to preserve, conserve, interpret, enhance, and educate the public about the
historical resources of Iowa.



All projects must involve Iowa’s historical resources. Non-residents may apply if
the project resource is located in Iowa.



All projects involving personal property must, upon request, document a legal
relationship to the property and/or owner agreement to the project.



Funded projects will encourage and support the economic and cultural health
and development of the state and the communities in which the resources are
located.

PROGRAM HISTORY_______________________________________________________________
Funding for the REAP/HRDP Grants Program was first appropriated for
FY1990. What has been accomplished in 20 years of programming?


Over $15.5 million in grant funds have been awarded for
historical projects across the state.



Over 1200 projects have been funded.



Museum collections have been conserved.



Historical newspapers have been microfilmed.



Photographs have been preserved.



Museum exhibits have been installed.



Historic neighborhoods have been surveyed.



Historic buildings and districts have been nominated to the National
Register of Historic Places.



Historic buildings have been rehabilitated.



Archaeological sites have been investigated.
… and the list goes on and on.

4

PROGRAM FEATURES_____________________________________________________


Applications and Guides can be found on-line at www.iowagrants.gov. We no longer
print copies of the applications or guides.



Funded applicants (grantees) will receive 50% of their grant dollars at the time of
award. At the conclusion of each project, the grantee is responsible for submitting a
final report and claim on-line at www.iowagrants.gov. The final report must
document both the grant dollars and cash and in-kind match. Upon acceptance of
the final report, the state will pay the grantee for the remainder of the grant. If a
project is not completed in accordance with REAP/HRDP program requirements,
the grantee may be required to return grant funds to the state.



The application includes a grant contract. Read it carefully before signing. While
the bulk of the grant application can be submitted on-line, we still require that you
send two hard copies of the contract, with original signatures, and the owner
signature form, if applicable, by mail or hand-deliver them to the grants office by
4:30 PM on the grant deadline.



If you are awarded a grant, the State Historical Society will send a fully-signed
contract and issue a grant award letter. The fully signed document will serve as the
grant contract. This process will allow projects to begin more quickly, as a signed
grant contract will already be in place.

APPLICATION DEADLINE AND PROJECT SCHEDULE__________________________


Grant applications for the REAP/HRDP FY2015 regular grant cycle must be
submitted on-line by 11:59 PM, April 25, 2014.



As noted above, two signed originals of the contract and the owner signature page, if
applicable, must be submitted by postal mail or hand-delivered. If mailed, they must
be postmarked by April 25, 2014. If hand-delivered, they must be delivered to the
Grants Office by 4:30 PM on April 25, 2014.



Projects funded in this grant cycle will begin on July 1, 2014. Projects must be
completed by November 30, 2016.

Mailing address for contract and ownership form submissions is:
REAP/HRDP Grants Program
State Historical Society of Iowa
600 East Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50319-0290
ATTN: Grants Manager

5

REVIEW CRITERIA___________________________________________________________
Projects will be evaluated on the following four criteria:


The significance of the historical resource;



The proposed scope of work;



The project’s impact on the local community;



The degree to which the budget is reasonable, appropriate to the project,
complete and mathematically correct.

APPLICATION REVIEW AND APPROVAL______________________________________
All applications will be reviewed by HRDP grant program staff for eligibility.
Eligible applications will be reviewed and scored by the grant review panel. The
panel will be composed of a minimum of three members, including at least two
public members and one historical division staff member. The public members will
be representatives from the State National Register Nominations Review
Committee. The historical division staff members serving on the review panel will
be professionally trained in the historic preservation discipline. The
recommendations of the review panel will be forwarded to the department director
and the State Historical Society Board of Trustees.
The Society Board of Trustees will consider the panel recommendations, and then
make a recommendation to the administrator of the State Historical Society of Iowa,
who makes final funding decisions.

NOTIFICATION_______________________________________________________________
All applicants will be notified of funding decisions by letter in late June 2014. The
State will sign and date the contracts in the applications that are awarded funds.
The State will retain one fully-signed contract and will return the other fully-signed
contract to the grantee on July 1, 2014. Upon receipt of the signed contract, the
grantee may proceed with the project.

PROJECT TYPES______________________________________________________________
The following broad project types can be funded with HRDP Grants:


Acquisition and development of historical resources



Preservation and conservation of historical resources



Interpretation of historical resources
6



Professional training and educational programs on the acquisition,
development, preservation, conservation, and interpretation of historical
resources

GRANT CATEGORIES_________________________________________________________
All funded projects must fall within one of the following grant categories. This guide
applies only to the Historic Preservation category.


Documentary collections



Historic preservation



Museums

The State Historical Society must allocate funds to all three grant categories each
year. At least 20% of available funds, but not more than 60%, can go to any single
category.
In previous grant cycles, a majority of the requests have been submitted in the
historic preservation category. Likewise, a majority of the grants have been
awarded in that category.
Each category has specific requirements. Carefully review the requirements that
pertain to your project category.

ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS_______________________________________________________
The following entities are eligible to receive HRDP Grants:


Nonprofit corporations



Governmental units



Traditional tribal societies and governments of recognized resident American
Indian tribes in Iowa



Individuals



Private corporations and businesses
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MATCHING FUNDS___________________________________________________________
All HRDP projects require matching funds. The match ratio varies depending upon
the type of applicant. For every grant dollar awarded, the grantee is responsible for
matching funds, as follows:


All non-profit corporations, units of government, and American Indian
tribes -- fifty cents, of which at least twenty-five cents must be in cash.



Individuals -- seventy-five cents, of which at least fifty cents must be in
cash.



Businesses -- one dollar, of which at least seventy-five cents must be in
cash.

Non-profit Match Ratio
(This match ratio applies to nonprofit corporations, units of
government, and American Indian
tribes)

Individual Match Ratio

Business Match Ratio

For every grant dollar requested:

For every grant dollar requested:

For every grant dollar requested:

25 cents cash match

50 cents cash match

75 cents cash match

25 cents in-kind match

25 cents in-kind match

25 cents in-kind match

Example: If you are an individual requesting $10,000 in REAP/HRDP funds, you
must have at least $5,000 in cash match and $2,500 in in-kind match for a total
project cost of at least $17,500.
The cash match amounts listed above represent the minimum cash match
requirements. You may substitute additional cash to meet the in-kind match
requirements. You cannot substitute in-kind match for the required cash.
Applicants are not required to have their match dollars in hand at the time of
application, but the match dollars must be available, as appropriate, so that the
project can be completed within the contract period. Final grant reimbursement
will not be made until all required match has been spent.
Grant awards to combined applicants shall use the least favorable match ratio. Thus,
for example, a private business and a non-profit organization could be co-applicants
on a project, but the project would be required to use the business match ratio.

RESTRICTIONS_______________________________________________________________
The law creating the HRDP program stipulates several restrictions. Read these
restrictions carefully. The HRDP grants manager, the REAP/HRDP grants steering
committee, the REAP/HRDP grants review panel, the State Historical Society Board
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of Trustees, and the administrator of the historical division will consider these
restrictions as funding requests are evaluated. These restrictions are:


Grant funds shall not be used to support public relations or marketing
expenses.



The REAP/HRDP program shall not award grants to be used for goods or
services obtained outside the state, unless the grantee demonstrates that it is
neither feasible nor prudent to obtain the goods or services within the state.



Any applicant who receives a direct or indirect appropriation from the
Legislature for a project or portion of a project is ineligible for an HRDP grant
for that same project during the fiscal year for which the appropriation is
made. The "project" includes any related activities, such as construction,
restoration, supplies, equipment, consulting, or other services.



No appropriated state funds shall be used by a grantee to match the grantee’s
historical resource development program grant.



An applicant shall not apply for or use any program funds for the purpose of
re-granting.



All government, nonprofit corporation, or Indian tribe applicants shall
demonstrate that the historical resource is accessible to the public no less
than an average of 16 hours per week or shall provide a statement
concerning actions to be taken in the forthcoming 36 months after the grant
award to provide the above-specified accessibility of the funded project to
the public, unless access is restricted by specific federal or state code.
Archaeological sites that are part of funded projects are not required by this
program to be accessible to the public.



All private corporations, businesses, and individual applicants shall
demonstrate that the historical resources which benefit from being acquired,
developed or preserved, or the portions of the historical resource so
benefited, shall be accessible to the public no less than an average of 96
hours per year or shall provide a statement concerning actions to be taken in
the forthcoming 36 months after the grant award to provide the abovespecified accessibility of the funded project to the public, unless access is
restricted by specific federal or state code. Archaeological sites that are part
of funded projects are not required by this program to be accessible to the
public.



An applicant may not submit more than one application in any single
category in any grant cycle. Only one eligible application per grant category
from a single applicant will be reviewed.



Applicants funded in two consecutive fiscal years in the same grant category
are not eligible to receive funding in the same grant category during the next
fiscal year.



Not more than twenty percent of the grant funds allocated in a fiscal year
shall be given to or received by state agencies and institutions, or their
representatives or agents.
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Not more than one hundred thousand dollars or ten percent of the annual
appropriation, whichever is more, shall be granted to any single recipient or
its agent within a single fiscal year.



While requests up to $100,000 are eligible, due to the amount of funding and
the high demand for these funds, applicants are encouraged to consider
requests not exceeding $50,000.



Not more than one hundred thousand dollars or twenty percent of the annual
appropriation, whichever is more, shall be granted to recipients within a
single county in any given grant cycle.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS_________________________________________________
All projects must comply with certain nationally-accepted professional standards.
Applicants must demonstrate knowledge of, intention to, and ability to adhere to,
the professional standards that pertain to the grant category to which they are
applying.
Every project in the historic preservation category must involve a trained
professional in a discipline appropriate to the project scope.
The applicable standards are as follows:
Historic Preservation Category:
Projects in this category must comply with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation, as
appropriate. There are many components to these standards. For example,
if the application requests funding to rehabilitate a building, then the
appropriate set of standards is the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation and Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.
For more information on the required standards, visit:
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation

HRDP projects are required to involve appropriate professionals. If an
application requests funding to rehabilitate a building, the project must
include the services of a preservation architect or a building contractor with
work experience that demonstrates knowledge of, and adherence to, the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. Credentials
demonstrating appropriate training and experience must be included as part
of the application package.
If the application requests funding in other aspects of historic preservation
(such as preparation of a National Register nomination; investigation of an
archaeological site; or presentation of a workshop on historic preservation)
then the project must include the services of an appropriate preservation
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professional. Credentials demonstrating appropriate training and experience
must be included as part of the application package.
For assistance in finding a professional, see page 21 of this guide

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION CATEGORY______________
Each grant category has its own requirements. Carefully review the instructions
that pertain to the category to which you are applying.
Historic Preservation Category:
Examples of projects in the Historic Preservation category are:


Acquire, develop or preserve real property listed on the National
Register of Historic Places



Purchase equipment to rehabilitate a property listed on the National
Register of Historic Places



Survey historic and prehistoric sites



Nominate properties to the National Register of Historic Places



Interpret historic properties and sites



Educate the public; train staff; or hire consultants who are experts on
historic preservation

Please note that if you are proposing work on real property, and are submitting the
application in the historic preservation category, then the property must already be
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Applicants must include
documentation of the property’s National Register status with the application. This
documentation should be attached in the “Other Attachments” section.
If you want to know more about the National Register of Historic Places, go to:
About the National Register of Historic Places.
For a list of properties in Iowa that are listed on the National Register of Historic
Places go to: National Register Sites in Iowa.
Grant funds shall not be awarded to a city or county government for a project in the
historic preservation category unless the city or county government has been
approved as a Certified Local Government (CLG) by the National Park Service and
determined to be a CLG in good standing by the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO). CLG cities, counties, and land use districts must be current in their
submission of Iowa CLG Annual Report forms to be considered in good standing.
Applications from CLGs require a letter from Paula Mohr stating that the city or
county government is a CLG in good standing. This letter should be attached in the
“Other Attachments” section of the application.
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Certified Local Governments have established historic preservation programs that
have been certified by the National Park Service. The State of Iowa leads the nation
in the number of CLGs. If you are interested in learning more about the Certified
Local Government Program, go to: Certified Local Government Program.

ELEMENTS OF THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION APPLICATION________________
Cover Sheet – General Information:
The information on the Cover Sheet – General Information is collected for the
Iowa Department of Management to ensure consistent basic data collection from all
grant applications.


Authorized Official: This is the person who has the legal authority to
make a grant application and sign a grant contract on behalf of the
applicant. This may be the mayor, city manager, county supervisor,
individual applicant, chair of the board, board president, business
owner, to give some examples.



Fiscal Agent: This is the person who will handle the financial aspects
of the grant, processing the payments, and receiving the money the
State sends. This may be the treasurer, finance director, city clerk,
county auditor, individual applicant, or chief financial officer, to give
some examples.



County(ies) Participating, Involved, or Affected by this Project:
Provide the name(s) of the Iowa county or counties in which the
project will take place, as well as any other counties involved or
affected by this project. If the project has a statewide impact, choose
“Statewide.”



Congressional District(s) Involved or Affected by this Project: Provide
the district number(s) for the US Congressional District(s) where the
project will take place and any others that may be affected by the
project. Please give the number, not the name of your US
representative.



Iowa House District(s) Involved or Affected by this Project: Provide
the district number(s) for the Iowa House District(s) where the
project will take place and any others that may be affected by the
project. Please give the number, not the name of your US
representative.



Iowa Senate District(s) Involved or Affected by this Project: Provide
the district number(s) for the Iowa House District(s) where the
project will take place and any others that may be affected by the
project. Please give the number, not the name of your US
representative.
You can click on the links to the district maps in the application
or go to the Find Your Legislator website to search using an
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address to determine which districts are involved or affected by
your project.
Application Cover Sheet:
The Application Cover Sheet requests basic information about the applicant and
project, ownership of the historical resource, and public access to the historical
resource.
Applicant Section


Name of Applicant: This is the name of the entity or individual
that is requesting a grant. If a grant is awarded, it will be
awarded to the entity named here.



Type of Applicant: Specify the type of applicant. This
information is used to determine the required match ratio.



Mission Statement: If applying as a government or non-profit
organization, please enter the current mission statement. If
you are applying as an individual or as a for-profit
organization, please include a statement that speaks to your
mission related to the historical resource that is the subject of
this application.



Applicant Profile: Describe how the applicant fulfills its
mission and serves its target population through the
programming or services it provides as well as the strategic
priorities it has identified, including reference to relevant
notable achievements.



Name of Contact Person: This should be the individual most
knowledgeable about the application and available for
questions and discussions about the grant.



Address, City, State, Zip: Provide a full mailing address for the
applicant. If a grant is awarded, the signed grant contract and
grant funds will be sent to this address.



Email Address and Telephone: Provide email and telephone
information for the contact person. It is important that this
information is current and reliable as this is how you will be
reached if there are questions or concerns about your
application.

Project Section


Project Title: Provide a brief project title. Titles should be
concise and informative, rather than clever or creative.



Project Summary: Summarize the project for which you are
requesting funds, including the primary use of requested funds,
primary goals of the project, and the desired impact that the
project will have on the community and the State of Iowa. If the
project is awarded a grant, this will be used for reports and
press releases.
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Ownership Section
Indicate whether the applicant is the owner of the historical resource.
If the applicant is not the owner, then provide the owner’s name and
contact information, and obtain the owner’s written permission for
the project, using the downloadable form provided with the
application.
Public Access Section
Indicate whether the historical resource is accessible to the public. If
yes, explain how this access is achieved. If no, provide a reason why it
is not possible or a plan to provide the required public access.
Iowa Great Places Section
Indicate whether the project is located in a designated Iowa Great
Place and if the project is part of the Memorandum of Understanding
between the Place and the State of Iowa. If yes, attach verification in
the “Other Attachments” section to qualify for additional
consideration.
Contract
This is where you find the link to download the contract and indicate
that you have downloaded the contract.
Certified Local Government :
Indicate whether the applicant is a city or county government and if so, if they are a
Certified Local Government (CLG). This is required if the applicant is a city or
county government and applying in the historic preservation category. If yes, attach
verification in the “Other Attachments” section that the government is a CLG in good
standing with the Iowa State Historic Preservation Office.
Historic Preservation Property:


Property Name: Provide the current name of the property.



Historic Name of Property: Provide the historic name, if it is known and is
different than the current name.



Address of the Property: Provide the street address for the property
involved in this project. If the project involves multiple properties, note
that it is multiple addresses and include a listing of the addresses
involved or a map of the involved area in the “Other Attachments”
section.



Location of the Property: Provide the city and county where the property
is located.



Name of Historic District: If the property is contributing to a historic
district that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, please
provide the name of the listed historic district here. If the project
involves a survey of a potential historic district, please provide the name
of the district, if it is has one, and make note that it is a potential district.
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The next part of this form asks what type of property or project is involved.


A National Historic Landmark: The National Park Service defines this as a
“historic property evaluated and found to have significance at the
national level and designated as such by the Secretary of the Interior.”



Individually Listed on the National Register of Historic Places: a historic
property that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places on its
own, not as part of a historic district. It may also be contributing to a
listed historic district, but is also listed on its own.



A Contributing Resource to a Property or District Listed on the National
Register of Historic Places: The National Park Service defines this as a
“building, site, structure, or object adding to the historic significance of a
property.” These contributing resources must be part of the National
Register nomination for the property or district and must still be
considered contributing to the property or district. A “district” is defined
by the National Park Service as a “significant concentration, linkage, or
continuity of sites, buildings, structures, or objects united historically or
aesthetically by plan or physical development.”



A Property or District That is Determined Eligible for Listing on the
National Register of Historic Places: Properties or districts that meet the
eligibility criteria, but have not yet been listed are eligible for HRDP funds
to nominate the property or district to the National Register or for
emergency grants, through our emergency application process.
Emergency applications are accepted until each year’s funds are
expended. The emergency allocation is replenished each July 1st.



A Historic or Prehistoric Site Survey: The National Park Service defines
survey as the “process of identifying and gathering data on a community's
historic resources.” It is strongly encouraged that you discuss this type of
project with the State Historic Preservation Office prior to application.



A Building Once Used as a One or Two Room School House: These
buildings are eligible for the Country School Grant Program. There are
also school house buildings that are listed on the National Register of
Historic Places. These would also be eligible to apply for a regular HRDP
grant.



Educating the Public About Historic Preservation: HRDP can fund
workshops or conferences where the public will educated about historic
preservation. Funds can also be used to train staff or hire consultants
who are experts in historic preservation.

If you are able to check one of these items, you should be eligible for the historic
preservation category, either for a regular HRDP grant, an emergency grant, or a
country school grant. Please include documentation of your property’s National
Register status in the “Other Attachments” section of the application.
Project Description:
If you are applying for a preservation plan, survey or National Register Nomination
project, please be sure to see page 21, Guidance for Preservation Plan, Survey or
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National Register Nomination Projects in the Historic Preservation Category as it
provides guidance on the requirements for those project types.
If you are applying for a building rehabilitation project, please be sure to see page
21, Guidance for Building/Structure Rehabilitation Projects in the Historic
Preservation Category as it provides guidance on the required standards.
This is the narrative section of the grant application. You should spend some time
with this section, making a compelling argument for why the State should fund your
project. Note the character limits and use those as guidance for the expected length
of your response.


What is the historical resource? Specifically identify the resource, and
state its significance. (limit to 3500 characters with spaces)
Prepare a detailed description of the historical resource. Explain why
the resource is important to Iowa history and Iowans. What
significance does it have? Does it have local, statewide or national
significance? What makes this resource unique? Convince the review
panel that this project is compelling. Keep in mind that all properties
eligible for rehabilitation work in the historic preservation category
are listed on the National Register of Historic Places so that alone is
not what makes the property significant.



What are you going to do to it? Provide an overview of the activities you
will complete. (limit to 3500 characters with spaces)
This section should include an overview of the activities that you will
complete and how these activities are relevant to your mission. A
detailed description of these activities will be provided in the specific
project scope of work, below. Who are your partners for this project?
What are their responsibilities?



Why is this the right thing to do? Explain how the proposed actions will
assist the historical resource. (limit to 3500 characters with spaces)
Explain why this project is needed. How will this project help
preserve, conserve, interpret, enhance or educate the public about
this resource? How will you measure if this project is successful?



How will this project impact the local community? (limit to 3500
characters with spaces)
Explain why this project has public value. What will be the impact on
the local community and to the state of Iowa? How will you
disseminate the completed project or provide public access to the
resulting project activity? Explain why the proposed project merits
investment from the State.

Specific Project Scope of Work:
This section will allow you to provide a step-by-step description of how the project
will be carried out. As such, it is important that you spend time on this section,
providing a detailed plan for your project. This scope of work must clearly relate to
the major work elements provided in the budget as line items. Please provide an
estimate of how much time will be allocated to each part of the project, and describe
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how the work will be monitored to ensure that the appropriate professional
standards are being followed, and that the steps are completed in a timely fashion.
On the application, click "Add" to add a new project element. Each project element
should have a separate line. Examples of project elements are: window repair; brick
re-pointing; preparation of newspapers for microfilming; newspaper microfilming;
design exhibit panels; re-house collection items in acid-free storage.
The project description should include the action steps required to complete the
corresponding project element, as well as references to applicable professional
standards that will be followed in the completion of the corresponding project
element.
The timeline should include a range of dates (July - October 2014, for example) for
the corresponding project element. These dates are estimates, but will indicate
whether applicants have considered how long the project element may take and
indicate whether the project can be reasonably accomplished in the grant contract
period (30 months).
Budget:
The Budget consists of two sections, as follows:
Budget Form: Provide a detailed budget by categories of expenditures. Your
expenses should be divided by category: Consultants, Contractors, Personnel,
Materials/Supplies, Equipment, and Other.


Provide the name of the expenditure under the type of expense, such as “Roof
Repair Labor” under “Contractor Expenses” or “Architect Fee” under
“Consultant Expenses.”



In some cases, a contractor might combine materials and supplies with labor.
In those cases, you do not have to break that down, just note in your “Budget
Explanation” that the amount under “Contractor Expenses” includes labor
and materials.



In the HRDP Grant Request section, list the amount of grant dollars you are
requesting for each budget item.



In the Cash Match section, list how much cash the applicant will provide for
each budget item.



In the In-Kind Match section, list the value of any donated services for each
budget item.



Continue, line by line, completing the budget form. Be sure to include all
expenses involved in your grant project. The totals must reflect an adequate
amount of cash and in-kind match required for the type of applicant.



The form will provide you a total for each line item for “State Total” (grant
request) and “Match Total” (grantee portion). The form will also provide a
total at the bottom for “State Grant Total,” “Cash Match Total,” “In-Kind
Match Total,” and “Total Project Cost.”
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Budget Explanation: Summarize the project budget, including:


An explanation for how each budget line item was calculated


For example, you might have a budget line item for “Mileage,” and the
total for that line is $312.00. In the budget explanation, you would
state “Mileage, 4 round trips X 200 miles per trip @ 39 cents per mile
= $312.00.”



Intended use of requested funds



Sources of applicant cash match and/or in-kind match



Any additional sources of project revenue leveraged by requested funds.

Developing the Project Budget


All REAP/HRDP projects include both grant funds and match funds.
o

Match Definitions


Cash Match: The cash donations (including items or services)
provided by the applicant and revenues and grants expected or
received for the project.



In-kind Match: These are the goods and services (not cash) that are
donated by individuals or organizations other than the applicant. The
dollar amount should be calculated at verifiable fair-market value.
Donated labor shall be calculated at the State's minimum wage rate
(presume $7.25 per hour) unless the individual providing the donated
labor is regularly employed in that occupation, and can document a
higher wage rate. For example, if a carpenter donates his professional
services to a project, and can document that he ordinarily charges $25
per hour for such work, then the value of his donated time can be
figured at $25 per hour.



Please use only whole dollar amounts for your budget figures.



All costs must represent expenditures that are necessary to the accomplishment
of the grant objectives and are outlined in the budget. Make sure that each cost
in your budget represents an expense that is needed to support the proposed
grant activity.



Indirect expenses (overhead) cannot be used as cash match, in-kind match, or
grant expense. Overhead includes items such as, but not limited to, rent and
utilities.



All expenditures (including grant dollars, cash match and in-kind match) must
be made during the contract period.



Since the State Historical Society of Iowa does not have the authority to spend
grant dollars until the first day of the State's fiscal year (July 1 each year), grant
projects cannot begin before this date. Expenses incurred prior to the contract
start date cannot be included in a project.
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FICA and unemployment taxes are eligible expenses.



Costs of producing any required reports and products are eligible grant
expenses.



Mileage costs should be calculated at 39 cents per mile.



The costs of preparing the grant application are not eligible grant expenses.



Lobbying is not an eligible grant expense.



Public relations and marketing are not eligible grant expenses.

Photographs:


Provide color photographs to illustrate various aspects of the proposed project.
The exception to this would be historic photographs that are not available in
color.



All images should be in focus with proper exposure.



Images taken with a digital camera should be at a minimum resolution of 300
dpi.



Please attach a digital file to the application for each photograph. Please label
the photographs to describe what is in each photograph.



Every project application must include at least one photograph. Beyond that, the
specific number of photographs submitted is left to the discretion of the
applicant. The number and type of photographs submitted should be sufficient
to adequately illustrate the proposed project.

Professional Involvement:
As noted previously in the guide, every project in the historic preservation
category must involve a trained professional in a discipline appropriate to the
project scope.
Provide the name and contact information for the professional involved in the
project. Detail the credentials of the individual. Describe the education and
experience that qualifies this individual for the type of work proposed in the project.
This part of the application also requires two attachments.
o Letter of Commitment from Trained Professional: Attach a letter of
commitment from the professional who will be involved in your project,
should your project be awarded REAP/HRDP grant funds.
o Professional Credentials: Attach credentials demonstrating experience
appropriate to the project scope of work.
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Minority Impact Questionnaire:
Pursuant to 2008 Iowa Acts, HF 2393, Iowa Code Section 8.11, all grant applications
submitted to the State of Iowa which are due beginning January 1, 2009 shall
include a Minority Impact Statement. This is the state’s mechanism to require grant
applicants to consider the potential impact of the grant project’s proposed programs
or policies on minority groups. Please follow the instructions on the form provided.
Contract:


Every application must include two signed originals of the Contract.



If your application is funded, this document, along with the scope of work and
budget, will serve as the project contract, and the grantee will be responsible for
fulfilling all of the requirements.



The Contract form can be found as an attachment to the funding opportunity.



The highlighted lines on the Contract must be completed by the applicant.



Please print off two copies of the completed contract form and have them
signed by an individual who has authority to legally obligate the applicant.



Please sign the contracts in ink, in any color other than black. (It is difficult to
determine whether a document contains an original signature when black ink is
used).



The two signed originals of the Contract must be mailed to the Grants Manager
at the State Historical Society of Iowa.

W9 TIN Certification:
Every application must include a W9 TIN Certification. If your project is awarded a
grant, then this information will be used by our department’s business office. The
business office needs to enter the W9 information into the state’s accounting system
in order to issue a grant payment.
Note that the Name of Applicant and Address, City, State, and Zip on the Application
Cover Sheet must match the information provided on the W9 TIN Certification.

STAFF RESOURCES________________________________________________________________
As you prepare your application, you may have technical questions about specific types of
resources and professional standards. The following staff resources are available:
Questions about the grant application process:
Kristen Vander Molen, Grants Manager – 515-281-4228
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STAFF RESOURCES (CONT.)_________________________________________________________
Questions about projects in the historic preservation category:
Ralph Christian, Historian – 515-281-8697
Elizabeth Foster Hill, National Register Coordinator – 515-281-4137
Kathy Gourley, Archaeologist – 515-281-3989
Paula Mohr, Architectural Historian and CLG Coordinator – 515-281-6826
Lori Unick, Technical Preservation Specialist – 515-281-4129

FINDING A PROFESSIONAL TO WORK ON YOUR GRANT PROJECT___________________
Every Historic Preservation HRDP project must involve appropriate professionals.
Sometimes grant applicants ask our office for assistance in locating a professional.
Guidance for finding a professional can be found at the Archaeological and Historical
Consultants webpage.
A grant applicant is not required to choose consultants from these lists. These lists are
simply provided as a service to you, to help in locating professionals.

GUIDANCE FOR PRESERVATION PLAN, SURVEY AND NATIONAL REGISTER
NOMINATION PROJECTS____________________________________________________________________


The State Historic Preservation Office must review and approve drafts of documents
at the 75% and 100% completion points.



For survey projects, please submit 5-10 site inventory forms with the draft
document at the 75% completion point.



Include a list of all anticipated final products of the grant project in your specific
scope of work.



The submission and review of National Register nominations must follow an established
schedule. Go to the National Register Process in Iowa webpage.

GUIDANCE FOR BUILDING/STRUCTURE REHABILITATION PROJECTS_______________
Each year, many REAP/HRDP grant applicants request funding to rehabilitate historic
buildings and structures. In the past, the review panel members have felt that a project had
merit, but they wanted more information about particular aspects of the project.
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The State Historical Society has decided to provide more detailed discussion in the grant
instructions in the hope that grant applicants will more fully consider specific
rehabilitation issues and will more fully describe the components of their planned projects.
REAP/HRDP projects that propose work on buildings and structures that are listed
on the National Register of Historic Places must comply with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. These standards are as follows:
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
The Standards are to be applied to specific rehabilitation projects in a reasonable manner,
taking into consideration economic and technical feasibility. “Rehabilitation” is defined as
“the process of returning a property to a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which
makes possible an efficient contemporary use while preserving those portions and features
of the property which are significant to its historic, architectural, and cultural values.”
As stated in the definition, the treatment “rehabilitation” assumes that at least some repair
or alteration of the historic building will be needed in order to provide for an efficient
contemporary use; however, these repairs and alterations must not damage historic
character. For example, certain treatments—if improperly applied—may cause or
accelerate physical deterioration of the historic building. This can include using improper
repointing or exterior masonry cleaning techniques, or introducing insulation that damages
historic fabric. In almost all of these situations, use of these materials and treatments will
result in a project that does not meet the Standards. Similarly, exterior additions that
duplicate the form, material, and detailing of the structure to the extent that they
compromise the historic character of the structure will fail to meet the Standards.
1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site
and environment.
2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of
historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property
shall be avoided.
3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be
undertaken.
4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.
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5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and,
where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated
by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic
materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall
be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and
preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be
undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and
architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such
a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
These ten Standards are broadly worded to guide the rehabilitation of all historic
structures, such as industrial complexes, warehouses, schools, commercial structures, and
residences. The underlying concern expressed in the Standards is the preservation of
significant historic materials and features of a building – that is, maintaining its integrity –
in the process of repair or rehabilitation.
Special Rehabilitation Concerns
There are several areas of special concern. The "Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic
Buildings" accompanying the "Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation"
provide further guidance on these and other areas of concern. Applicants must address these
concerns when proposing the kind of work in any of the areas described below. Go to the
“Illustrated Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings” for more information.
Storefront alterations
If a storefront alteration is planned, be sure to review Preservation Brief #11.
Include the following information for storefront alterations:
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o when the existing storefront was constructed,
o the basis of the proposed storefront designs,
o the existing physical conditions,
o justification of any changes proposed to the storefront,
o whether a restoration is planned (also provide documentation for the
historical basis of the restoration), and
o provide detailed photos of the areas to be altered.
Do not introduce a storefront or new design element on the ground floor that alters the
character of the structure and its relationship with the street or that causes destruction of
significant historic material.
Replacement Windows
If you propose new windows, you must provide the following information per window:
o the condition of existing windows (sash, glazing, muntins, etc.) in a window
condition survey as evidence of severe deterioration to justify replacing
windows,
o reasons for replacing windows (e.g., cost comparisons for repair versus
replacement),
o photographs of representative windows and details of condition.
Whenever possible, retain and repair historic windows instead of replacing.
The use of Low-E or tinted glass is not allowed because it causes a change in the
character of the building. When replacing the existing windows is justified by
supporting documentation and when the windows are an important part of the
building's design and character, replacement of the sash must match the original in:
o material,
o size and detail,
o pane configuration,
o trim details,
o plane of location relative to the wall,
o clear, non-reflective glass.
Submit horizontal and vertical section drawings to show the profile of the window
parts and how the existing windows are positioned in the wall. Then show the
proposed replacements the same way. Use the same scale to show a comparison
between the historic windows and the proposed new windows. If the grant is funded,
a sample of window glass must be submitted for review prior to purchase of
windows.
Inappropriate Physical Treatment
The treatment "rehabilitation" assumes that at least some repair or alteration of the historic
building or structure will be needed to provide an efficient contemporary use; however,
these repairs and alterations must not damage or destroy materials, features or finishes that
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are important in defining the building's or structure’s historic character. Certain materials or
treatments may cause or accelerate physical deterioration of a historic structure. In almost
all of these situations, use of these materials or treatments will result in a project that does
not meet the Standards. Be aware that the applicant is responsible for the nature and
the quality of the work that is done. Do not rely solely on the contractor's opinions or
promises. Inappropriate treatments and materials include:
o improper repointing techniques and mortar mixes,
o improper masonry cleaning methods (never sandblast nor apply water
repellent sealers), and
o introducing insulation into cavity walls of historic wood frame buildings
where damage could result.
Exterior masonry cleaning
Please review Preservation Brief #1 if your project involves cleaning exterior masonry.
The cleaning method chosen must reflect the gentlest method possible. Provide the
following information:
o what the cleaning is intended to accomplish (soot removal, paint removal,
etc.),
o the cleaning techniques proposed,
o other cleaning methods tested and the condition of the material to be cleaned,
o results of test patches and close-up photographs of masonry surfaces before
and after cleaning,
o what process is to be used on each masonry element,
o for chemical cleaning, send specifications that give chemicals with pH factors
and indicate- type of masonry,
- strengths (percentage concentration),
- pressure of rinse in pounds per square inch (psi),
- gallons per minute pumped.
Do not clean masonry unless it is necessary to halt deterioration or to remove graffiti and
stains.
Masonry repointing
The goal for masonry repointing is to match the historic mortar in composition and
appearance.
Provide specifications on:
o joint preparation (do not use power tools without specific state approval),
o mortar mix to be used in the project (must be in accordance with Preservation
Brief #2.
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Understand that:
o the goal is to match the historic mortar in composition and appearance.
o existing mortar should be removed only if it is deteriorated, and using only
hand tools.
o historic mortars were mixed from lime and sand and are more flexible than
the "stronger" mortars of today.
o flexibility is needed with historic masonry; the mortar does not "glue" the
brick together, it cushions the brick.
o rounded, salt-free river sand was historically used. Today the use of crushed
sand is typical, so
o use a small amount of white (NOT gray) Portland cement to make the mix
easier to work with.
o Any colorant needed to match historically colored mortar should be nonstaining, alkali-proof and sun-fast.
The National Park Service provides a number of Preservation Briefs that address many
preservation concerns and provide guidance for various types of projects. Even if one hasn’t
been specifically mentioned here, you may want to check and see if there is one that
addresses the specific concern you have. The information provided could help you avoid a
mistake that could harm your historic property and also possibly assist you in composing a
more competitive grant application.
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APPENDIX D
Preservation Resources

Preservation Iowa. http://www.preservationiowa.org
• Preservation Iowa is the state’s non-governmental vehicle for preservation issues
of all kinds. They can be a tool for getting out the word that the house is
endangered and/or reporting about a rehabilitation project. Although the annual
“Endangered List” is published, they do offer support for endangered properties
not on the official list.
! To submit news items for the web page and/or quarterly newsletter send
details to: news@preservationiowa.org.
! To submit “Take Action! Items” send the name of the endangered
resource and specific actions that can be taken (e.g. letters to be sent to
public officials asking for support) along with a photo of the property to:
TakeAction@preservationiowa.org.
National Trust for Historic Preservation. http://www.preservationnation.org
• The National Trust can be a useful support when negotiating a historic
rehabilitation. They do offer some grants that should be investigated.
Iowa State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).
http://www.iowahistory.org/historic-preservation/index.html
• The Iowa SHPO is an important resource for navigating the historic tax credit
programs and the HRDP grant program. They can also be helpful in connecting
you to other resources.

